
 

 
 

 

• Ground Floor Apartment 
 

• Two Bedrooms 
 

• Well Proportioned Accommodation 
 

• NO CHAIN 
 

Apt 22, Whinfell Court, Whirlow, Sheffield, South Yorkshire, S11 9QA 

A beautifully presented two bedroom/two bathroom ground floor apartment which is offered for sale with no chain and vacant possession. Forming part of the 
sought after Whinfell Court development, situated in the very desirable residential suburb of Whirlow. Nestled on the edge of the Peak District and yet only five 
miles from Sheffield city centre which can be approached via regular transport links, this ground floor generously proportioned apartment benefits from 
spacious, versatile accommodation and enjoys a lovely outlook on to the surrounding grounds and adjacent park. The property benefits from shared use of the 
private leisure complex, swimming pool and meeting/entertaining room. Outside: single garage, attractive communal grounds and visitors parking. Local 
amenities can be found at the centre of the pretty village of Dore, or alternatively at Parkhead with more comprehensive facilities found at Banner Cross. 
There are also some splendid local walks in the vicinity leading out towards the picturesque surrounding countryside. 
 
 

Offers In Region Of £335,000 



 

 

  

ACCOMMODATION 
 
GROUND FLOOR 
 
COMMUNAL ENTRANCE HALL 
A light, bright reception area shared with two neighbouring 
apartments, with a feature staircase and a door into apartment 
22. 
 
ENTRANCE HALL 
An impressive larger than average size hallway with a light and 
airy feel having a double glazed window, a useful range of fitted 
units with shelving and hanging space, a central heating radiator 
and an intercom entry system. 
 
LIVING ROOM 
19' 7" x 19' 7" (5.98m x 5.98m)  
A superbly proportioned room with sliding double glazed patio 
doors and double glazed side panels which provide a lovely 
outlook over lawned communal gardens and farmland beyond 
along with access onto the good sized balcony. There are two 
central heating radiators, a television aerial point and built in 
shelving. 
 
BALCONY ONE 
Creating an ideal place to sit outside and take advantage of the 
south westerly aspect and its views, with a glass balustrade and 
outdoor lighting. 
 
DINING ROOM 
15' 10" x 11' 2" (4.84m x 3.41m)  
A good sized formal dining room adjoining the living room, with 
two central heating radiators and double glazed window patio 
doors leading onto a second balcony with a south-west aspect 
and excellent views. There is the potential to create an open plan 
design with the lounge for those preferring open plan living 
(subject to consents). 
 
BALCONY TWO 
A further balcony which enjoys the south westerly aspect and its 
views, also benefiting from a glass balustrade and outdoor 
lighting. 

Property Description 



 

  

  

  

KITCHEN/BREAKFAST ROOM 
15' 10" x 8' 1" (4.84m x 2.47m)  
Fitted with a comprehensive range of units above and below roll 
top work surface incorporating a single drainer, double bowl 
stainless steel sink with mixer taps. There is space for a free 
standing cooker, space and plumbing for both an automatic 
washing machine and dishwasher and space for a fridge freezer. 
There is also a breakfast bar, a central heating radiator, tiled 
splash backs, serving hatch into the dining room and a side facing 
double glazed window. 
 
UTILITY ROOM 
10' 4" x 4' 0" (3.17m x 1.24m)  
Offering great utility space and housing the central heating boiler 
and having a tiled floor and shelf storage. As part of any future 
refurbishment there is the potential for this room to be integrated 
into the kitchen to create a larger room with more of a "wow" 
factor (subject to necessary planning/building/freeholder 
consents). 
 
MASTER BEDROOM 
16' 2" x 10' 7" (4.95m x 3.23m)  
Having a range of fitted wardrobes to one wall, a telephone 
point, a central heating radiator, double glazed window and a 
door into; 
 
ENSUITE 
6' 10" x 5' 5" (2.09m x 1.67m)  
Fitted with a three piece suite comprising of a walk in shower 
area with Mira electric shower and floor drain, a low flush w/c and 
a wash hand basin with fitted vanity furniture. There is also a 
heated towel radiator and extractor. 
 
WALK IN WARDROBE 
5' 5" x 4' 7" (1.67m x 1.40m)  
Adjoining the En-Suite sees a good sized walk-in wardrobe. As 
part of any future refurbishment there is the scope to knock these 
two rooms into one to create a luxurious larger en-suite (subject 
to necessary planning/building/freeholder consents). 
 
BEDROOM TWO 
13' 1" x 10' 11" (4.01m x 3.33m)  
Having a range of fitted wardrobes, a central heating radiator 



 

 

 

 

and a front double glazed window. 
 
BATHROOM 
7' 3" x 5' 5" (2.21m x 1.67m)  
Fitted with a coloured three piece suite comprising of a panelled 
bath with thermostatic shower, low flush w/c and wash hand 
basin. There are tiled walls, an extractor fan and a central heating 
radiator. 
 
EXTERIOR AND GARDENS 
Whinfell Court is a private development with well-maintained 
lawned communal gardens and planting. Number 22 benefits 
from a single garage (number 11) with an electric up and over 
door, power and lighting. There is visitor parking as well. 
 
Leisure Complex Residents have the use of the leisure complex 
with a swimming pool. The residents organise regular social events 
for those wishing to participate. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Agents Note: Whilst every care has been taken to prepare these sales particulars, they are for guidance purposes only. All measurements are approximate are for 
general guidance purposes only and whilst every care has been taken to ensure their accuracy, they should not be relied upon and potential buyers are advised to 
recheck the measurements 
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